HOW TO PLAY: First, read the list of words, then look at the puzzle. The words are found in all directions - vertically, horizontally, diagonally, backward. Circle each letter of a word found and strike it off the list. The letters are often used more than once so do not cross them out. It is best to find the big words first. When you find all the words listed in the clues you’ll have a number of letters left over that spell out the WONDERWORD. To see the answer use the link below the puzzle.

He Shoots, He Scores!  

Penalty Period  
Crowdrawflag  
Woodenozioiahao  
TSafightmnccmc  
Eiarenoenitses  
Arcsessfallenewsk  
Meakpnsrlmnurac  
SFPAEOAIAIIEOTVI  
Retutrsocetpet  
ERRELSTTNTOCP  
NEIRBLOCKAAIKOO  
WENLEAGUEENLOUS  
OMASKCECHYALPNS  
SDRAOBYESNEFEDA  
Equipmenttwenty  

Arena, Block, Blue, Boards, Call, Captain, Check, Crowd, Defense, Equipment, Face, Farm, Fast, Flag, Forward, Games, Goalie, Helmet, Infraction, League, Mask, Minutes, News, Opponent, Owners, Pass, Penalty, Period, Play, Points, Pound, Professional, Referee, Save, Score, Scout, Skater, Sport, Stanley, Sticks, Teams, Tickets, Twenty, Winter, Wooden, Zone.

Solution: 6 letters